
Tighter Focus + Optimized 
Development Programs = 
Savings in Time and Money
Global Regulatory Services Case Study

A small European pharmaceutical company specializing in rare orphan cancers asked Covance to 
create clinical development plans for five different rare cancers in order to determine which indications 
to pursue with its new compound.   

Understanding the Challenge

▶ Develop a manageable strategy that would give our client focus – and the best chance of success – in 
an efficient and timely manner

New Strategy Reveals Opportunities

Pursuing five different indications – and writing five full development plans – for one compound is 
challenging for any company. Therefore, we created a team and worked seamlessly with our client 
to arrive at an optimal solution that maximized resources and minimized time and money. First, 
we researched and evaluated the strength of all available nonclinical and clinical data for the five 
indications and determined if any of the proof-of-concept studies involving randomized trials were 
suitable for registration purposes. We then reviewed the available investigator-initiated research – 
mainly small open-label and non-randomized studies in a variety of indications – and completed a 
high-level gap analysis. Next, using insights from past experience, we performed a competitive analysis 
to gauge the unmet medical needs for the indications, market size and market accessibility. We 
outlined regulatory precedence, risks, engagement plans and timelines with agencies in Europe, Japan 
and the United States. And we performed initial statistical sample sizing to determine the numbers 
of patients required for the various studies. Finally, proactively identifying potential pathways, we 
completed high-level feasibility/mining analyses to map out possible study timelines and estimated 
time to market launch. 

Looking to set our client up for success, we ultimately prepared five high-level overviews – one for 
each indication – from which our client selected two for full clinical development. We then created 
two comprehensive drug development plans with respect to all functional perspectives including 
operational and clinical feasibility, regulatory considerations and engagement, and market access. This 
tighter focus, coupled with ongoing communication and teamwork, increased the drug’s likelihood of 
success and saved our client time and money as they prepared for launch in the United States, Europe 
and Japan. 

The willingness to alter direction is often critical to optimal clinical development. Working as part of a 
team allows for idea generation and sharing, and helps facilitate Solutions Made Real®.

Learn more about our drug development solutions at www.covance.com
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